RAUVISIO
surfaces
Feels like home.   
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RAUVISIO surfaces

Engineering progress
What drives the furniture industry? The continuous search
for the perfect appearance, combined with the need for
uncompromising reliability. Two standards which are deeply
engrained in REHAU’s DNA. With this in mind, we keep
optimizing our existing products in order to turn something
already good into something even better; simultaneously
setting new trends. In doing so, we always remain focused on
the quality benchmark that has made us what we are today.
In other words: Engineering progress. Enhancing lives.

Enhancing lives

Enabling
exceptional design.

RAUVISIO surfaces

Whether it is in a kitchen,
bathroom, living room or
indoor applications in offices,
restaurants and shops –
the RAUVISIO surface ranges
provide unimagined scope
for your creativity.
This is not only ensured by the high-quality appearance, innovative functionality and extreme durability,
but also by the infinite number of design options.
However, the result is always the same: places where
people love to spend time.
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The world of
RAUVISIO surfaces
True to our motto 'Engineering progress. Enhancing
lives.' we always work on enriching your life and that
of your customers just a little more with our wellthought-out innovations.

01 What motivates us:
selected topic highlights
In this section, we will present some of
our current highlights to you.

Sustainable by tradition:
Sustainability in practice at REHAU

p. 10

Setting trends, providing new impetus,
inspiring with passion:
'Passion for color' special collection

p. 12

Creating consistent experiences:
Simple and reliable thanks to our
product range coordination guide

p. 14

All clean:
Antibacterial surfaces with
REHAU health.protect

p. 16

More time for what is important:
Our innovative services

p. 18

RAUVISIO surfaces
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02 What inspires us:
our world of colors

Go on a voyage of
discovery with us and we
will show you what fires
our imagination.
Matt

p. 22

Decorative
design

p. 24

High gloss

p. 26

03 What awaits you:
our product ranges
Discover the diversity of RAUVISIO surface ranges, their properties and advantages,
as well as all the key information about colors, dimensions, etc.

Like glass, only better: RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

p. 30

Versatility that captivates: RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate

p. 40

Elegance in noble matt: RAUVISIO noir laminate

p. 44

The cost-effective alternative: RAUVISIO fino lacquer laminate

p. 48
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Theme highlights

Topic highlights

01 What motivates us
By constantly testing the limits of
what is possible – coupled with an
unerring instinct for trends, desires
and requirements – we create
solutions with the aspiration of
enhancing all our lives.
Discover selected highlights.
Sustainability
We need to talk...

Passion for color
The power of passion

Product range coordination guide
Uncompromisingly harmonious

REHAU health.protect
Contact without regrets

Our services
Making life easier
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Topic highlights

We need to talk...
about sustainability!
'As a family business, sustainability is an integral
part of our DNA. From the very beginning, we
have thought in terms of generations and not
quarterly results.' – Dr. Veit Wagner, President
of the REHAU Group
Resources are valuable – and should be treated
as such
The so-called linear economy follows the ‘take – make
– waste’ principle. This means that raw materials are
processed into products that are simply disposed of at
the end of their life cycle. This leads to the destruction
of many valuable (and finite) raw materials that could
actually have been recycled.

Time to rethink: circular economy at REHAU
For years, REHAU has actively pursued the approach
of the so-called circular economy. Our own recycling
facilities and large-scale investments are supposed to
ensure that once a product has been manufactured,
it remains in the material cycle for as long as possible –
without creating additional waste.

Sustainability guaranteed
Our RAUVISIO crystal, brilliant and
noir products meet the PEFC criteria
for a end-to-end supply chain for
sustainable forest products.

50 SUSTAINABILITY & CLIMATE LEADERS
A RACE WE CAN WIN
Advancing the circular economy
With its tradition as a responsible family business
with innovative products and and forward-looking
investments, REHAU has been fulfilling the essential
requirements of sustainable management for many
years. Visit www.rehau.com/sustainability to see
cinematic impressions of how we are continuing our
work to preserve the quality of life on our planet for
present and future generations.

Global commitment
REHAU is proud to be part of the
50 Sustainability & Climate Leaders
initiative. It brings together companies
from around the world that are taking
the lead and are willing to take effective
action in the fight against climate
change. Learn more at
www.50climateleaders.com

Sustainability

The difference we are already making – and this is just the beginning

29%

12%

97,000 t CO2

90%

65%

17%

20%

31%

of CO2
saved**

of packaging made from
sustainable materials*

recycling rate as
a percentage of
the total tonnage*

electricity savings
(kWh/kg)**

saved by recycling
old windows*

electricity supply from
renewable energy*

recycling rate for
return materials*

water saving**

RAUKANTEX edgebands are one of the oldest product ranges at REHAU and the backbone of our Furniture Solutions product
division. Sustainability also plays a key role here: in the responsible use of raw materials, the continuous improvement of our
pollutant-free formulations, and the maximum recycling and reuse of production and processing waste. 100% of the production at our European edgeband plants is already run using climate-neutral electricity.
Sustainable product lines complement our portfolio:
RAUKANTEX eco – made of 50% post-industrial recycled material
RAUKANTEX evo – the sustainable edgeband, the use of which
creates no additional demand for crude oil. The polypropylene
edgeband (PP) is currently going through the ISCC PLUS
certification process.
You can find more information at www.rehau.com/eco-protect
* 2018
** 2018 vs. 2009
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Topic highlights

The power of passion:
Passion for color
In addition to the maximum product quality,
REHAU's success is also unavoidably linked
to its strong passion for interior design.
It therefore made complete sense to name
our trend collection 'Passion for color' –
a tribute to this unique spirit and also a
promise to preserve it in equal measure.
This regularly results in a color concept that is as exclusive as it is innovative. Inspired by a variety
of global and cross-industry sources of inspiration, our 'Passion for color' collections are consistently acting as creative sources – they not only reflect trends, they actually set them. Something
that only true passion is capable of.

RAUVISIO crystal in Atlantico high gloss 2409L

RAUVISIO crystal in Terriccio matt 2406L

Passion for color

RAUVISIO crystal in Menta matt 1700L

The latest trend
collection can be found at
www.rehau.com/passionforcolor

Passion for color trend collection 2020 – 2022: the magic of Iceland
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Topic highlights

Uncompromisingly
harmonious:
our product range
coordination guide
Those, who value flawless
results turn to REHAU, because
our product range coordination
guide ensures that surfaces,
edgebands and storage solutions
are perfectly matched in terms
of appearance, tactile characteristics and materials.
This not only looks good, but
also saves you time and energy
– because you can get all
components conveniently
and reliably from one source.
You can then focus on your real
work: creating favourite places.

Product range coordination guide
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Topic highlights

Reduction
of bacteria
by up to 99%
in 24 hours

Contact without regrets:
REHAU health.protect
Making life better can also mean making
it safer. This is exactly where REHAU
health.protect comes into play –
with our antibacterial surfaces.
Our RAUVISIO noir laminate and RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt acrylic laminate are equipped
with health.protect as standard. The RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate and RAUVISIO brilliant
acrylic laminate are available with an optional antibacterial finish.

REHAU health.protect

How health.protect protection works

without antibacterial finish

with antibacterial finish

An antibacterial lacquer continually releases slowly diffusing active substances.
They not only prevent the cell division of the bacteria but also destroy them
permanently.

Complete safety
Of course, you can also get
matching edgebands with
health.protect. Our zero-joint
edgebands offer additional benefits,
as there are also no dirty joints
where bacteria can accumulate.

Helps where people get together
▪ Healthcare
▪ Gastronomy & retail
▪ Living space
▪ Sanitary facilities
▪ Office
▪ Hotel industry & public spaces

Discover all the details at www.rehau.com/healthprotect
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Topic highlights

Making life easier:
our services
Furniture should reflect the individual taste
of its owners. We have developed our REHAU
joiner services so that you can respond to the
wishes of your customers in the best possible
way and still keep your processes flexible.

Services

Made-to-measure fronts from a quantity of 1:
the REHAU surface configurator
With the REHAU surface configurator, you can create
made-to-measure, laser-edged fronts to suit your
individual requirements in just four simple steps –
for maximum quality with minimum processing effort.
www.rehau.com/boards
▪
▪
▪
▪

Select material and decorative design
Enter dimensions
Select distribution partner
Specify delivery address

Low purchasing quantities
Large-size boards can be purchased via our
distribution partners stocking them from a quantity
of 1. Object-related requirements can already be
ordered from 1, respecitvely 5 boards.
Pallets with a mix of boards are possible.

Seamlessly beautiful:
decorative front designs
across units
A unique feature of the
REHAU surface configurator is the arrangement
of components with
directional designs such
as wood or marble. This
ensures a continuous
texture across multiple
components.

A perfect match: the REHAU edgeband search tool
The right edgeband for the surface of your dreams?
No problem! Just select the surface in the REHAU
edgeband search tool and we will suggest a matching
edgeband. It works for almost all surfaces on the
market and that with fast delivery from 24 hours
for quantities from as little as 1 metre.
www.rehau.com/collection

Save time: order with drill holes
We can now deliver components with ready-made
drill holes. To make your planning even easier, we
have also loaded drill templates from leading fittings
manufacturers into the configurator.
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World of colors

02 What inspires us
Whether it is for fashion, art or architecture:
only those who have appealing sources of inspiration
can create truly creative solutions and concepts.
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Matt

Decorative design

High gloss

Upgrading design elements
and fulfilling demanding
requirements

Inspired by nature, refined
with individuality

Durable, mirror gloss
finish combined with
inspiring color brilliance
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World of colors

Matt

Matt
elegance
Fulfilling demanding
requirements for modern
aesthetics and showcasing
design elements in
eye-catching ways.
You will find matt surfaces in the
following product ranges:
▪ RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate
▪ RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate
▪ RAUVISIO noir laminate

RAUVISIO crystal in Titanio matt 2109L
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World of colors

Natural
vibrancy
Inspired by nature,
refined with individuality
You will find surfaces with decorative designs in
the following product ranges:
▪ RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate (Strong Collection)
▪ RAUVISIO fino metallic lacquer laminate

Decorative design

RAUVISIO crystal in Marmo Toscana high gloss 1968L
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World of colors

Gleaming
high gloss
Mirror gloss finish and
inspiring color brilliance,
coupled with exceptional
durability for radiant
results.
You will find high gloss surfaces in the
following product ranges:
▪ RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate
▪ RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate
▪ RAUVISIO fino lacquer laminate

RAUVISIO brilliant in Bianco high gloss 5000B

High gloss
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Product ranges

03 What awaits you
RAUVISIO surfaces offer you
numerous ways to give your
creativity free rein. You will find
the right product here for every
application here.

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate
Like glass, only better

RAUVISIO noir laminate
Elegance in noble matt

RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate
Versatility that captivates

RAUVISIO fino lacquer laminate
The cost-effective alternative

Like glass, only better:
RAUVISIO crystal glass
laminate

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate
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Who needs real glass when you can
have RAUVISIO crystal?
Looks like glass, feels like glass, but is significantly lighter, more resistant and more flexible and can
be processed using standard woodworking tools: RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate.
This material is used for front panels, whilst the thin variant is used for rear walls of recesses or wall panels.
Whether you are working on a kitchen, bathroom, living room or shop, a wide range of designs available in
matt or high gloss, polymer mirrors and optional magnetic surfaces give you incredible design freedom,
allowing you to take modern interiors to the next level.

Our trend collections. Regularly updated to keep up
with the latest trends.

Pure
Collection
Elegance of simplicity:
Timeless uni decors

Deep
Collection
Perfection of dimension:
Exciting uni decors

RAUVISIO crystal slim:
perfect for bathroom renovations
With RAUVISIO crystal slim, wall areas in new buildings and renovation projects can be renovated and
modernised up to twice as fast. The panels can easily
be attached to the underlying wall surface creating
just a few barely visible joints.

Strong
Collection
Power of sources:
Vivid natural decors

Dynamic
Collection
Accent of creativity:
Strong contrasting decors

Remarkable features:
can be written on and magnetic
RAUVISIO crystal surfaces not only look good, they
also offer clever features – they can be written on, for
example. RAUVISIO crystal slim is also optionally available with a magnetic function.
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RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Processing benefits
Up to

20% fewer
rejects

Extra break and scratch resistant
The robustness of RAUVISIO crystal
ensures significantly fewer rejects
compared to real glass. It ensures
flawless results, especially in largescale industrial production.

Easy processing
RAUVISIO crystal can be processed
easily using existing woodworking tools.
Cuts, drill holes for handles or fittings,
bends or moulded parts true to dimensions can be produced just as quickly
and reliably.

Additional advantages
▪ 50% lighter than real glass
▪ 10x more break-proof than real glass
▪ Pliable
▪ Finished co-extruded parts are
TÜV-tested according to AMK
guidelines
Can be milled, inlaid, or fitted with backlights
Exciting design options and additional creative scope for special highlights.

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Benefits for use

Perfectly integrated easily into
everyday life
Is your customer's house literally
bouncing with life? No problem for
RAUVISIO crystal – it can cope with
most things:
▪ high scratch and impact resistance
▪ can be written on
▪ easy to clean
Hygienically safe
RAUVISIO crystal fronts and edgebands
are available with REHAU's health.
protect antibacterial protective coating.
They can be combined with the
RAUKANTEX pro zero-joint edgeband
to create jointless components.
This means that there is virtually no
opportunity for dirt and bacteria to
accumulate any more.

Inspire with design
When matched with RAUVOLET crystal-line
tambour doors, impressively seamless furniture can be created – thanks to RAUVISIO
crystal vario in almost every conceivable
color. The matt surfaces also captivate with
their high-quality soft touch feel and
anti-fingerprint technology.
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RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Elegance of simplicity:
RAUVISIO crystal Pure
Pure like a grain of sand. The detail blends into the mass - calm and vision
dominate the space. In RAUVISIO crystal Pure, minimalism meets durability.
The material combination of the monochrome surfaces made of smart glass
enable limitless possibilities for designing rooms. The collection’s timeless
quality means it follows the current trend. Integrated into the architecture
in simple white or keeping up with the times in the latest trend colour
- the perfection of RAUVISIO crystal Pure lies in its simplicity. The pure
harmony of the collection puts the focus on people and leaves space for
what is important.
Is perfectly suitable for: pure and timeless styles.

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Pure Collection

Bianco
high gloss V2778
matt 1696L

Nebbia
high gloss 1910L
matt 1911L

Grafite
high gloss 2106L
matt 2108L

Piano
high gloss 2015L
matt 2016L

Perla
high gloss V2892
matt 1697L

Magnolia
high gloss 73703
matt 1698L

Sabbia
high gloss 1687L
matt 1703L

Fumo
high gloss 1686L
matt 1702L

Neve
high gloss 2473L
matt 2474L

Titanio
high gloss 2107L
matt 2109L

Terriccio
high gloss 2405L
matt 2406L

Menta
high gloss 1684L
matt 1700L

Product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate 2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm
Thin panel (slim) without substrate board 2,800 x 1,300 x 4 mm
Custom components with surface configurator
Laguna
high gloss 2407L
matt 2408L

Atlantico
high gloss 2409L
matt 2410L

Optionally magnetic in the slim version

RAUVISIO crystal mirror offers a mirror for every application – enabling almost limitless creativity. Milling
and inlays then give you even more design freedom.
Special lighting effects
Grooves on the reverse side can be back-lit to create
fascinating light effects.

Mirror
high gloss 1721L

Product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate 2,440 x 1,220 x 19 mm
Thin panel (slim) without substrate board 2,440 x 1,220 x 4 mm
Custom components with surface configurator
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RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Perfection of dimension:
RAUVISIO crystal Deep
As deep and unfathomable as the ocean. Matt surfaces assume an unimagined
depth effect with RAUVISIO crystal Deep. Immerse yourself in the combination
consisting of smart glass accentuated with a subtle metallic lustre: A new era
of exciting uni decors. Displaying a wide range of colours from pale grey decors
to dark anthracite, RAUVISIO crystal Deep produces an air of both sophistication
and discreet elegance. The Deep Collection creates strong contrasts in urban
environments or forms a subtle backdrop to the overall architecture. The combination
of glass and metal produces synergy effects never seen before and allows for
limitless design freedom.
Is perfectly suitable for: every style.

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

RAUVISIO crystal in Basalto matt 2585L

Deep Collection

Oro Bianco
matt 2587L

Luminoso
matt 2586L

Titanio
matt 2109L

Basalto
matt 2585L

Galassia
matt 2584L

Optionally magnetic in the slim version

Aureo
matt 2578L

Opale
matt 2588L

Product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate 2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm
Thin panel (slim) without substrate board 2,800 x 1,300 x 4 mm
Custom components with surface configurator
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RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Power of sources:
RAUVISIO crystal Strong
Nature is a strong source of energy. It invigorates and grounds us. It is full of
energy and diversity. At times powerful and impressive like granite or marble,
at times warm and soothing like wood, the RAUVISIO crystal Strong Collection
brings the outside inside. With an original appearance, the tactile characteristics
of the RAUVISIO crystal Strong Collection contrast with the smooth surface of
the smart glass. The combination of materials enables unique processing and
application options. Used on large surfaces, it provides rooms with a firm footing
and creates an organic aesthetic. The matt or glossy surfaces of RAUVISIO crystal
Strong produce unique depth effects. RAUVISIO crystal Strong appears both
low-key and elegant in every application.
Is perfectly suitable for: natural styles.

Strong Collection

Optionally magnetic in the slim version

Marmo Toscana
high gloss 1968L
matt 2061L

Marmo Romano
high gloss 1969L
matt 2062L

Conglomerato Chiaro
high gloss 1966L

Marmo Bianco
high gloss 1970L
matt 2063L

Marmo Nero
high gloss 1971L
matt 2064L

Ruggine
high gloss 1977L

Legno Antico
high gloss 1974L
matt 2067L

Legno Sbiancato
high gloss 1976L
matt 2069L

Legno Bruciato
high gloss 1975L

Product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate 2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm
Thin panel (slim) without substrate board 2,800 x 1,300 x 4.2 mm
Custom components with surface configurator

RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate

Accent of creativity:
RAUVISIO crystal Dynamic
Free from convention, ideas can wander. Vivid and wild. With the RAUVISIO
crystal Dynamic Collection, the options for playing with colours are boundless.
Matt and high gloss produce a very particular dynamic within the room.
Green complements red. Amber forms a harmonious union with orange.
Exciting, vividly colourful and high contrast. Completely reinterpret rooms and
create something unique. Focused using highlights or expansive across large
surfaces - the material quality of the smart glass promotes freedom of design.
Is perfectly suitable for: customised and extrovert styles.

Dynamic Collection

Giallo
(similar to RAL 1018)
high gloss 2436L
matt 2437L

Arancione
(similar to RAL 0505070)
high gloss 2438L
matt 2439L

Rosso
(similar to RAL 3020)
high gloss 2440L
matt 2441L

Blu Acqua
(similar to RAL 2107020)
high gloss 2442L
matt 2443L

Verde
(similar to RAL 1108050)
high gloss 2444L
matt 2445L

Individual color concepts
We can finally adjust
surfaces and roller shutters
to fully meet your individual
plain specifications on the
basis of RAL colors in high
gloss or matt.

© Uchimay Fotos

Product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate: 2,800 x 1,300 x 19 mm
Thin panel (slim) without substrate board: 2,800 x 1,300 x 4 mm
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Versatility that captivates:
the RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic
laminate

RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate

With excellent colour quality and brilliance,
RAUVISIO brilliant is the first choice for high-quality
surfaces with lacquered look – even in matt.
RAUVISIO brilliant replaces high-quality lacquered elements in surface design and enables you to create
outstanding designs for laminating vertical furniture fronts. This versatile surface offers excellent surface quality
and can be cut to size using standard woodworking tools.

New: RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt
Elegant and resistant, the latest member of the
RAUVISIO brilliant family combines a noble matt look,
even at small angles, with a high-quality feel. It coordinates perfectly with the REHAU noble matt collection.

Withstands a lot: RAUVISIO brilliant SR
The hard coating makes RAUVISIO brilliant SR particularly resistant to everyday use, with even higher
scratch resistance and greater resistance to chemicals.

RAUVISIO brilliant is available in the following product variants:
RAUVISIO brilliant
(without hard coating finish, high-gloss)
RAUVISIO brilliant SR
(with hard coating finish, high-gloss or matt)
RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt
(with hard coating finish, noble matt: perfect design match for RAUVISIO noir)

Processing advantages:
▪ can be processed using woodworking
tools
▪ up to 60% cheaper to produce than
lacquered components
▪ can be bent and trimmed to fit
any design
▪ high-gloss milling radius possible

Benefits for use:
▪ colour-fast and UV-resistant
▪ easy to clean
In addition with RAUVISIO brilliant SR:
▪ high scratch-resistance
▪ soft touch, anti-fingerprint finish
on matt surfaces
▪ can be written on
In addition with RAUVISIO brilliant
noble matt:
▪ antibacterial properties possible
▪ no shine at small angles
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RAUVISIO brilliant acrylic laminate

RAUVISIO brilliant
Our acrylic laminate is a perfect replacement for conventional lacquer elements in surface design.

Neve
high gloss 1644L
matt 2262L

Bianco
high gloss 5000B
matt 1895L

Meringa
high gloss 5026B
matt 1896L

Nebbia
high gloss 2411L
matt 2412L

Cemento
high gloss 1919L
matt 1920L

Roccia
high gloss 2101L
matt 2104L

Grafite
high gloss 2100L
matt 2103L

Moro
high gloss 5112B
matt 1903L

Magnolia
high gloss 5335B
matt 1897L

Cappuccino
high gloss 1917L
matt 1918L

Cubanite metallic
high gloss 5338B
matt 1898L

Rame metallic
high gloss 1678L
matt 1904L

Gabbiano metallic
high gloss 6339B
matt 1900L

Bigio metallic
high gloss 6340B
matt 1899L

Titanio
high gloss 2102L
matt 2105L

Prugna
high gloss 5642B
matt 1901L

Vino
high gloss 5641B
matt 1902L

Individual component product range
Laminate 2.800 x 1.300 x 0.7 mm
Balancing sheet 2.800 x 1.300 x 0.6 mm

Pressed components product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate: 2.800 x 1.300 x 17/19 mm
Made-to-measure components created using the surface configurator

Tambour doors:
RAUVOLET noble matt

Vertical application:
RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt

Edgeband materials:
RAUKANTEX noble matt

Horizontal application:
RAUVISIO noir

RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt
Our perfect match for RAUVISIO noir for vertical applications.

Casa Blanca
2453L

Capital Starlit
2455L

Silver Lake
2456L

Trench Coat
2458L

High Low
2454L

Smoke Stack
2457L

Gaslit Alley
2459L

After Dark
2461L

Olive Detour
2460L

Midnight Dash
2462L

Individual component product range
Laminate 2,800 x 1,300 x 0.7 mm
Balancing sheet 2,800 x 1,300 x 0.6 mm

Pressed components product range
Pressed board with MDF substrate: 2.800 x 1.300 x 17/19 mm
Made-to-measure components created using the surface configurator

Elegance in noble matt:
RAUVISIO noir

RAUVISIO noir laminate

RAUVISIO noir is an emotional surface
that derives its elegance and style from
the incomparable world of film noir.
Ever since this unique imagery conquered the world in numerous film classics, this striking style
has constantly evolved. But its core characteristic has remained to this day: timeless elegance
that is unpretentious and versatile at the same time. RAUVISIO noir picks up on this concept and
its silky matt finish gives surfaces an added vibrancy, striking the perfect balance between design
and functionality.
With a robust HPL surface, RAUVISIO noir is an incredibly versatile material with a noble matt
finish and velvety soft feel, making it the perfect choice for horizontal applications that are subjected to mechanical loads, e.g. kitchen worktops or shop counters, or just for classic use on
vertical fronts.

Absolute harmony
Perfectly coordinated
design for surfaces,
tambour doors and edgebands – for monolithic
furniture construction

No compromise on quality
Whatever the weather –
RAUVISIO noir is the
perfect solution.
Without compromising on
quality, design or feel.
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RAUVISIO noir laminate

Ready for everyday life
Real beauty that you can just enjoy
without worrying about the challenges
of everyday life.
RAUVISIO noir not only looks great,
but also impresses with its outstanding
durability, even under intensive use.

Advantages at a glance
▪ Worry-free cooking –
thanks to high heat resistance
▪ Easy to clean and antibacterial –
because who likes cleaning?
▪ Waterproof – because accidents
can happen
▪ Pleasant to use – thanks to soft
touch and anti-fingerprint technology
▪ Long-lasting enjoyment of the
furniture – thanks to high scratch
and impact resistance

RAUVISIO noir
Elegant colors for unique projects

Maltese Mist
2463L

Boxcar Blonde
2464L

Olive Detour 1)
2460L

Midnight Dash 1)
2462L

Casa Blanca 1)
2453L

Capital Starlit
2455L

Silver Lake 1)
2456L

Trench Coat 1)
2458L

High Low 1)
2454L

Smoke Stack 1)
2457L

Gaslit Alley
2459L

After Dark 1)
2461L

Individual component product range
Laminate 2.800 x 1.300 x 0.9 mm

Pressed components product range
Pressed MDF large format board 2.800 x 1.300 x 19 mm
Pressed chipboard 2.800 x 1.300 x 19 mm
Made-to-measure components created using the surface configurator
1) Worktop large format board 4.100 x 1.300 x 39/40 mm

Cleverer than lacquered
fronts: RAUVISIO fino

RAUVISIO fino lacquer laminate

With RAUVISIO fino, REHAU has
come up with a cost-effective,
high-quality alternative to
expensive lacquered components.
The lacquered laminate is ideal for use with high gloss, matt or
metallic vertical front panels in kitchens, bathrooms or shops.
It can also be combined with a matching zero-joint edgeband to
create a permanently jointless look.

RAUVISIO fino uni
Ghiaccio
high gloss 154318
matt 154326

Crema
high gloss 154319
matt 154327

Vaniglia
high gloss 154320
matt 154328

Pietra
high gloss 154321
matt 154329

Seta
high gloss 154324
matt 154332

Ardesia
high gloss 154325
matt 154333

Ombra
high gloss 154323
matt 154331

Corvo
high gloss 154322
matt 154330

RAUVISIO fino metallic
Avorio 2263L

Castagna 2265L

Argento 2264L

Ferro 2266L

Pressed components product range
Large pressed board 2.800 x 1.220 x 18 mm
Large pressed boards consisting of lacquer laminate and an MDF board with white melamine coating on reverse.
Made-to-measure components created using the surface configurator
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RAUVISIO surfaces

You are welcome to order
free samples:
www.rehau.com/rauvisio
Do you have any questions about our products and services?
We will be happy to help you:
By email: interior@rehau.com
www.rehau.com/interior
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This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on
this are reserved. No part of this publication may be translated, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any similar
means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.
Our verbal and written advice with regard to usage is based
on years of experience and standardised assumptions and is
provided to the best of our knowledge. The intended use of
REHAU products is described comprehensively in the technical
product information. The latest version can be viewed at
www.rehau.com/TI. We have no control over the application,

use or processing of the products. Responsibility for these
activities therefore remains entirely with the respective user/
processor. Where claims for liability nonetheless arise, they shall
be governed exclusively according to our terms and conditions,
available at www.rehau.com/conditions, insofar as nothing else
has been agreed upon with REHAU in writing. This shall also
apply for all warranty claims, with the warranty applying to
the consistent quality of our products in accordance with our
specifications. Subject to technical changes.
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